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Abstract Many coastlines are retreating in response to sea
level rise, compounded by glacial–isostatic subsidence in
areas marginal to former ice sheets. The resulting barrier and
estuarine deposits are dominated by transgressive stratigraphy.
Where supplied primarily from relict glacial deposits, this
“paraglacial” sediment input may rise and fall, increasing as
a new source such as a drumlin headland is exposed to erosion
but declining as the source becomes exhausted. Conrads
Beach, on the Atlantic coast of Canada, has experienced a
succession of barrier growth and reworking as sediment sup-
ply from several drumlin sources has varied over the past
3000 years. In the context of long-term regional transgression,
there have been intervals of years to centuries characterized by
local stability or progradation. Ground-penetrating radar pro-
files and refraction seismic data were used to image the facies
architecture of Conrads Beach to depths of 6–8 and 10–24 m,
respectively. Thirteen vibracores provided a record of
lithofacies characteristics and geometry. Results show evi-
dence of an estuarine basin at ~2800 years BP. As the outer
coast retreated, erosion of drumlins provided multi-century
sediment pulses to adjacent beaches and embayments.
Locally increased sediment supply fed a prograding beach
ridge complex from >600 to ~150 years BP and tidal channels
feeding sediment to back-barrier flood delta deposits. This
study documents the complexity of coastal adjustment to
time- and source-varying sediment supply under long-term
rising sea level. It expands and refines previous models,
providing guidance required for effective management and
hazard mitigation on transgressive paraglacial coasts.
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Introduction
Barrier islands and coastal dune systems are distributed glob-
ally under a variety of climates and form vital, dynamic
buffers that protect coastlines from high-water events (Carter
1988; Martinez et al. 2008). Sediments are supplied to coastal
systems by the reworking of seafloor deposits, by longshore
sediment transport, and by rivers. Marine processes play an
important role in shaping coastal landforms through the dy-
namic interplay between geomorphic setting, climate, hydro-
dynamics, sediment transport, and biogeochemistry (Reed
et al. 2009). In the case of established coastal dunes, factors
that influence their morphological development include sand
supply, sand remobilization, vegetation cover, intensity of
wind and wave forces, frequency and magnitude of storms
and overwash, long-term beach state, water levels, and human
impacts (Hesp 2002; Davidson-Arnott 2010). Rising sea level
affects storm water levels, nearshore wave dynamics, and
overwash events, thus directly affecting the shore zone system
and indirectly affecting coastal dunes and ecosystems
(McCann 1990; Brown and McLachlan 2002; Woodroffe
et al. 2014).
The Atlantic coast of Nova Scotia has experienced a rapid
rate of Holocene relative sea level change, with an average rise
of 2 m every 1000 years for the past 2000 years and more
rapidly before that (Forbes et al. 1991a; Shaw et al. 1993;
Scott et al. 1995; Gehrels et al. 2004). The tide gauge record
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at Halifax indicates a mean rate of 3.2 ± 0.1 mm/year for
relative sea level rise over the past century (Shaw et al.
1993; Forbes et al. 2009), approximately double the rate be-
fore AD 1900 (Gehrels et al. 2005). Rising sea levels and
storm impacts together have led to retreating headlands and
beaches, dune erosion, and infilling of estuaries along this
coast (Scott 1980; Forbes et al. 1990, 1991b, 1997; Shaw
et al. 1993). Shaw et al. (1998) used a set of criteria to rank
the sensitivity of Canada’s coastline to sea level rise. They
concluded that the presence of low-relief, unlithified
glaciogenic sediments, beaches, barriers, salt marshes, and
peat, and a high rate of sea level change contribute to
Atlantic Canada’s moderate and high coastal sensitivity.
The response of coastal areas to Holocene sea level rise has
been documented at several key sites along the Atlantic coast
of Nova Scotia (e.g., Taylor et al. 1985, 1996, 2014; Boyd
et al. 1987; Carter et al. 1989; Forbes et al. 1989, 1990, 1991b,
1997; Boyd and Honig 1992; Nichol and Boyd 1993; Shaw
et al. 1993). At Conrads Beach and Lawrencetown Beach,
25 km east of Halifax (Fig. 1a, b), geomorphic changes on
the scale of decades to millennia have been documented by
several workers (Hoskin 1983; Boyd et al. 1987; Nichol and
Boyd 1993; Shaw et al. 1993), along with shorter term and
storm-specific adjustments to beach profiles (Taylor et al.
1985, 1996), dune morphology (Hales 1992), and the late
Holocene history of Lawrencetown Lake (Boyd and Honig
1992). The evolutionary model for coastal barriers on a trans-
gressive drumlin coast, first published by Boyd et al. (1987)
(see also Forbes and Taylor 1987) and refined over the follow-
ing decade (e.g., Carter et al. 1987, 1989, 1990; Carter and
Orford 1988; Forbes et al. 1989, 1990, 1995a, b, 1997; Nichol
and Boyd 1993; Shaw et al. 1993; Orford et al. 1995, 1996,
2000), came to be recognized as the “Eastern Shore”model of
paraglacial coastal evolution (Forbes and Syvitski 1994;
Forbes 2005, 2011). At the same time, the nature and distri-
bution of gravel and sand barrier facies and the processes of
estuarine sedimentation have been illuminated by a number of
coring projects (e.g. Carter et al. 1992; Boyd and Honig 1992;
Nichol and Boyd 1993; Jennings et al. 1993). This has pro-
vided a strong conceptual framework for analysis of coastal
change in the region, but many details of the evolution of
gravel barriers, the conditions favoring formation of sandy
barrier systems, the response to waning sediment supply,
and the opening and closing of tidal inlets remain poorly un-
derstood (Forbes 2011) and may be clarified by more detailed
local studies.
This paper addresses the questions raised above through a
focused study of beach and dune characteristics and evolution
in relation to local sediment supply at Conrads Beach. Using a
range of techniques to map the planform evolution, facies
characteristics, three-dimensional architecture, and chronolo-
gy of the sediments accumulated in this system, this study
advances understanding of the complex patterns of response
to sea level rise, headland erosion, and varying local sediment
supply at a representative site on the Eastern Shore of Nova
Scotia.We extend previous research results by acquiring high-
resolution surface and subsurface data from maps and aerial
images, a lidar (light detection and ranging) digital elevation
model, ground-penetrating radar (GPR) profiles, seismic re-
fraction data, and coring to enable lithofacies analysis and
radiocarbon dating of the deposits. We establish a robust un-
derstanding of coastal sediment accumulation in this area over
the past 3000 years, clarifying the details of stage transitions in
the Eastern Shore drumlin coast model (Boyd et al. 1987).
Thus, the results of this study not only are relevant to coastal
management policy in the study region but may also enhance
the value of the Eastern Shore model in applications to other
paraglacial coastal systems (e.g., Carter and Orford 1988;
Carter et al. 1989; Forbes and Syvitski 1994; FitzGerald and
van Heteren 1999; Orford et al. 2000; Himmelstoss et al.
2006; Greenwood and Orford 2007).
Field Site and Geological Background
Conrads Beach is located on the Atlantic coast of Nova Scotia,
along the Eastern Shore, 25 km east of Halifax (Fig. 1a, b).
The study site has 2.7 km of shoreline and an area of
~1.4 km2. It lies within a coastal sediment compartment
stretching from Conrod Head east past Lawrencetown Head
to Half Island Point (Fig. 1b) and comprises several coastal
cells delimited by intermediate headlands and shoals, where
the latter represent the non-eroded remnants or planed-off ba-
ses of glacial drumlins (Taylor et al. 1996). This study focuses
on the subcompartments between Conrod Head and
Lawrencetown Head, with a complex coastal barrier system,
beach ridges, dunes, and tidal inlets (Figs. 1c and 2). The
region is underlain by metasedimentary rocks (greywackes
and slates) of the Cambrian–Ordovician Goldenville and
Halifax groups (White 2010), with very limited relief resulting
from long-term peneplanation (King 1972). While rock local-
ly anchors coastal systems, the most prominent headlands are
drumlins. These are typically less than 15 m high and are cut
by coastal cliffs exposing three distinctive glacial tills (Stea
and Brown 1989; Stea et al. 1998); low areas between the
drumlins have thinner till <10 m thick (Forbes et al. 1991a;
Utting 2011). Eroding drumlin headlands are present both
west and east of Conrads Beach (Conrod Head and
Lawrencetown Head, respectively; Fig. 1c). Beach sediment
is predominantly sand with a pebble–cobble storm ridge or
cobble berm at the western end and in the lee of the Fox
Island tombolo (west side of Fox Point). The sediment is de-
rived in part fromConrod Head, with the depleted Egg Island–
Fox Island drumlin complex providing an important sediment
source in the past (Boyd et al. 1987; Taylor et al. 1996; Forbes
2011). Some sediment may be recycled from former beach
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deposits on the shoreface, and some may have originated as
estuarine infill at a time when the open coast was further
seaward (Boyd et al. 1987; Forbes et al. 1990). East of Fox
Point, the Lawrencetown Inlet ebb shoal contains a large vol-
ume of sand immediately seaward of the sandy beach ridge
complex at the eastern end of Conrads Beach (Fig. 1c). A
gravel storm ridge is located east of the inlet on the western
flank of Lawrencetown Head.
Conrads Beach has several geomorphic components
(Fig. 2a). There is a sandy beach, which varies in width from
12 to 85 m, measured from the seaward edge of the dunes to
the water line in the 2012 satellite image (the mean width
varies substantially with the tides and the seasons). West of
Fox Point, the beach passes gradually landward into dunes
with crests 2–3 m above mean sea level. Behind the beach
east of the point, the dunes are up to 5 m high and cut by a
steep backshore scarp. The dunes are vegetated, predominant-
ly with marram grass (Ammophila breviligulata). The land-
ward margins support saltmarsh vegetation bordering the
lagoonal areas of West Marsh and Eel River. A large area of
beach ridges with undulating topography and extensive tree
cover, primarily spruce (Picea sp.), lies north and east of Fox
Point (because of the aeolian sand cover, these are technically
dune ridges, but they formed by beach progradation and are
referred to as beach ridges in this paper).
Anthropogenic activities since European settlement
are well documented. Human impacts, including graz-
ing, grass harvesting, uncontrolled vehicular access,
and now-prohibited sand and gravel extraction, have af-
fected the stability of many beaches and barriers in this region
(Taylor et al. 1985, 1996). In 1984, the study area received
protected beach status (Bird 1984) and active management
since then has effected some recovery from the negative im-
pacts of activities listed above.
The Labrador Current flows southwest along the
Atlantic Coast of Nova Scotia, with ocean surface tem-
peratures in the range of 15–18 °C in the summer and
0–3 °C in the winter (Phillips 1990). During the
Fig. 1 Study area. a Atlantic Canada. b Eastern Shore of Nova Scotia, Canada. CH, LH, and HIP are Conrod Head, Lawrencetown Head, and Half
Island Point, respectively. c Satellite image showing Conrod Head to Lawrencetown Head. The dashed rectangle shows the location of Fig. 2
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summer, prevailing winds are light southwesterly (to-
ward the northeast), and low-amplitude, long-period,
Atlantic swell brings sand onshore. This pattern is oc-
casionally interrupted by tropical cyclones tracking
northeastward along the Atlantic seaboard. During the
fall and winter, the prevailing winds are from the north-
west and more energetic. Storms in this season are typ-
ically extra-tropical “nor’easters.” Annual maximum
deep-water significant wave heights over the past
40 years range from 6 to >10 m. Maximum wave power
occurs from October to April (Boyd et al. 1987). The
tides at Halifax are semi-diurnal, with a range of 1.8–
2.1 m (Taylor and Frobel 2001). The maximum record-
ed storm surge (during Hurricane Juan in 2003) was
1.63 m (Forbes et al. 2009).
The seasonal variation in wind, wave, and ice condi-
tions influences deposition in the beach–dune system. In
general, summer sand transport rates are low and plant
growth rates are high, leading to minor foredune depo-
sition. Increasing sand transport rates in autumn result
in the greatest rate of foredune deposition. Winter freez-
ing reduces the availability of beach sediments and the
growth of marram grass, while increased storminess pro-
motes erosion (McCann 1990). Winter waves transport
sand offshore, reducing beach elevation and width, ex-
posing pebble–cobble gravel below the beach sand, and
cutting and steepening the foredunes. Swells in the
spring and summer bring sand back onshore, covering
the gravel and building the dunes. The West Marsh and
Lawrencetown Lake estuaries are tidal but have minimal
fluvial input.
Methods and Data
Figure 2 shows the locations of field data used in this study.
GPR positioned with a differential Global Positioning System
(GPS) was the main method used for imaging the subsurface
(Fig. 2a). GPR has been used to image coastal dunes world-
wide (Bristow et al. 2000; Neal and Roberts 2001; González-
Villanueva et al. 2011). Seismic data (Fig. 2a) were collected
to determine the thickness of the unlithified sediments, which
could not be resolved using the GPR due to the latter’s depth
penetration limitations. Vibracoring, at locations selected on
the basis of the GPR profiles (Fig. 2a, b), provided samples for
grain size analysis and radiocarbon dating. Additional surface
and elevation data were obtained from aerial photographs,
satellite images, ground surveys, maps, and a digital elevation
model derived from airborne scanning laser altimetry (lidar)
data (Fig. 2b).
The lidar data were acquired in 2008 by the Halifax
Regional Municipality in partnership with the Geological
Survey of Canada and the Province of Nova Scotia (Forbes
et al. 2009). The datamade available for this project were from
a “bare-Earth” (buildings and vegetation removed) digital el-
evation model (DEM), adjusted to the Canadian Geodetic
Vertical Datum 1928 (CGVD28), with a vertical resolution
of ±15 cm, gridded horizontally at 2 m (Fig. 2b). Lidar-
Fig. 2 Study site. a Conrads
Beach showing locations of GPR
traverses, vibracores, and
midpoints of shallow seismic
refraction spreads superimposed
on the mapped geomorphological
units. The radargram sections of
GPR traverses 2, 36, 59, 68, and 6
(Fig. 4) are indicated by thick
gray lines. b Shaded-relief image
from 2008 lidar digital elevation
model. Elevation profiles were
taken along transects a, b, and c
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derived profiles (Fig. 3) are consistent with observations made
during site visits.
Positioning and Elevation
A Leica Geosystems GPS 1200™ was used in real-time
kinematic mode with the GPR system to collect location
and elevation data with a precision of ±1.5 cm. Core
locations were also surveyed with this system. To main-
tain positional accuracy, the GPS base station receiver
for each survey was centered over a fixed reference
point (Taylor et al. 1996). The Universal Transverse
Mercator (UTM) Zone 20 North coordinate system was
used with the World Geodetic System (WGS) 1984 el-
lipsoidal datum.
To plot the elevations of our cores and samples relative to a
sea level curve derived from paleoecological data referenced
to higher high water at large tides (HHWLT), it was necessary
to determine the difference between HHWLT, CGVD28, and
the ellipsoidal elevations derived from the GPS. The ellipsoi-
dal datum is 19.6 m above CGVD28 in this region (this ac-
counts for negative elevations in some figure axes). Because
mean relative sea level has been rising over the past century, it
is now about 27 cm above CGVD28. The elevation of
HHWLT at Chezzetcook was determined to be 1.14 m in
1964 (P. MacAulay, pers. comm., 2014), and sea level has
risen about 15.4 cm since that time, so that HHWLT today is
about 1.29 m above CGVD28 in that area. This allows us to
obtain the elevations of our samples, determined using GPS,
relative to HHWLT at Chezzetcook.
Geophysical Surveys
A Sensors and Software Inc. Smart Cart™ GPR system with
50, 100, and 200 MHz antennas was used to collect common
offset GPR traverses. Commonmid-point (CMP) vertical pro-
files were also collected at a frequency of 200 MHz and a step
size of 0.2 m. A total of 182 common offset traverses
amounting to 20.3 km were acquired, mainly parallel or per-
pendicular to the shoreline (Fig. 2a) and with near-zero com-
mon offset (0.5 m). Reconnaissance traverses acquired in
2010 intersected a buried channel south of West Marsh.
The GPR data were processed using Sensors and
Software EKKO_View Deluxe and Paradigm Focus soft-
ware. The dewow high-pass filter was applied to remove
the inductive low-frequency component of the GPR data
(Sensors and Software Inc. 2006), followed by application
of a trapezoid bandpass filter. Precise elevation informa-
tion was required to apply a topographic correction to the
GPR data. The GPS rover occasionally lost contact with
the base station and, in the case of six traverses, the
vertical position was computed by interpolation. These
GPS files were edited manually prior to topographic cor-
rection. All GPR traverses were migrated using a velocity
of 0.125 m/ns. A top-mute was applied to remove migra-
tion noise arriving prior to the direct wave. ArcGIS 9.2
was used for GPS data visualization and Kingdom Suite
8.6 and OpendTect 4.4.0 were used for GPR/GPS data
visualization.
Refraction seismic data were collected using the Geode/
ES-3000 Seismic System™. At each location (Fig. 2a), two
spreads with 24 vertical geophones were spaced 5 and 1 m
apart and planted on the surface. A long 120 m spread was
used to determine the thickness and velocity of sediment and
the velocity of the crystalline bedrock basement. A short 24 m
spread was used to determine the thickness and velocity of the
uppermost layer of surficial material characterized by slow P-
wave velocity. The source for the long spread was a buffalo
shotgun (12-gauge steel shot) triggered at 0.5–1 m depth to
generate a strong signal with deep penetration. For the short
spread, a sledgehammer was struck at the surface to generate
refractions at the shallow boundary between the sediment
layers characterized by slow and fast P-wave velocities.
Head waves at this boundary could not be generated using
the shotgun source, which is triggered below this interface.
The shotgun and sledgehammer were triggered at both ends
of the spreads, 5 and 1 m from the last geophone, respectively.
To improve the signal-to-noise ratio, shot gathers for both
shotgun and sledgehammer source were formed by stacking
5 and 30 records, respectively.
Data analysis used Refract software (Burger et al. 2006),
following the method of Aadachi (1954). First arrivals, picked
on amplitude-balanced and bandpass-filtered shot gathers,
were input into the software, and a starting subsurface model
was formed, constrained by the picked first arrivals and con-
taining an arbitrary number of layers separated by planar in-
terfaces. These initial conditions allow Refract software to
calculate the first arrival times for the starting model and to
adjust the subsurface model to minimize the root mean square
misfit between the modeled and the picked travel times.
Fig. 3 Cross-shore elevation profiles at three locations. The profiles are
derived from the 2008 lidar digital elevation model (Fig. 2b)
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Coring and Sediment Analysis
Vibracoring was carried out following GPR data analysis,
which identified many potential subsurface targets.
Vibracore locations were selected to represent beach, dune,
marsh, and tidal channel depositional environments. A Wink
Vibracore System™was employed at 13 locations (Fig. 2) for
which the elevation was determined using the differential
GPS. The cores were collected using aluminum pipes 5 m in
length and 10 cm in diameter, with 5 mmwall thickness. Core
compaction was measured prior to retrieval and corrected
using a linear stretch. The cores were split longitudinally,
yielding an archive half and a working half. Each working
segment was photographed in color and sketched on core
log sheets at a scale of 1:5. Cores were described, noting
sediment texture (grain size and shape), sedimentary struc-
tures, fossil material, and Munsell color.
Grain size analysis was carried out using standardmethods.
The samples were wet-washed through a 63-μm filter to de-
termine the mud fraction. The mud was discarded from sand-
rich samples containing less than 2 % mud. Organic material
in the mud-rich samples was removed using a 35 % hydrogen
peroxide solution. The gravel and sand fractions were sieved
at 1/4 ϕ intervals to measure and separate the gravel. Finer
material (less than 1.0 ϕ or 2 mm) was analyzed using a
Beckman Coulter LS230 Laser Diffraction Analyzer™. The
weighted percentages of gravel, sand, and mud were entered
into GRADISTAT software (Blott and Pye 2001), and the
sample statistics were calculated using the method of mo-
ments (Krumbein and Pettijohn 1938; Folk and Ward 1957).
Radiocarbon Dating
Woodymaterial, shell fragments, and peat were removed from
cores using tweezers. After being air-dried and weighed, sev-
en samples were submitted to BETA Analytic Inc. for 14C
dating using accelerator mass spectrometry. The shell frag-
ments were pretreated using acid etching. Woody samples
and plant material extracted from peat were pretreated using
a standard acid/alkali/acid method. INTCAL13 and
MARINE13 databases were used to calibrate the radiocarbon
ages (Reimer et al. 2013).
Analysis of Shoreline Change
The historical record of shoreline change at Conrads Beach
was examined by analyzing historical maps, vertical aerial
photographs, satellite imagery, and lidar data (Table 1,
Figs. 2 and 3). Sections of the 1865 map were photographed
with a 9-megapixel digital camera, and a digital copy of the
1906 map was downloaded from the Geological Survey of
Canada website. The 1945, 1954, 1964, 1974, 1992, 1997,
and 2002 air photos were scanned at 800 dpi (ground
resolution 0.3–0.5 m) and the 1960 and 1973 air photos at
1200 dpi (ground resolution 0.5–0.7 m). The 2008 satellite
image digital file (ground resolution of 0.3 m) was referenced
to Universal Transverse Mercator Zone 20 N in the Canadian
Spatial Reference System (NAD83) and covered the largest
surface area. The 2010, 2012, and 2013 satellite images were
obtained from Google Maps Imagery (Table 1). The 2008
satellite image was converted to WGS 1984 in ArcGIS, and
then it and three ground reference points were used to
georectify the other maps (except for maps with an areal ex-
tent too small for georectification) and photographs. Table 1
gives the total root mean square (RMS) error for each
georectified image in map units. To calculate errors for retreat
rates of vegetation lines along the seaward dune edge, the
RMS errors for selected images were squared, the values were
added, and the square root was divided by the number of years
between the images. The georectified images and lidar and
GPS field data were displayed in ArcGIS. This allowed the
areal extent of the different geomorphic elements (e.g., beach,
dune, marsh) and the vegetation line along the dunes to be
compared from image to image.
Results
GPR and Seismic Results
The GPR 100 MHz antennas provided useful images of the
subsurface to depths of 6–8 m, estimated using an average
near-surface velocity of 0.11 m/ns from the CMP surveys.
Using this velocity, the depth resolution was ~0.3 m (based
on the quarter of the dominant wavelength rule: Widess 1973;
Annan 2009), and the lateral resolution at a depth of 8 m was
~2 m (based on the radius of the first Fresnel zone: Annan
2009). Imaged subsurface reflectors were variably continuous
or discontinuous, horizontal, dipping and/or sigmoidal, and
chaotic. Four radar facies were identified.
Figure 4 shows sample radargrams with numbered fa-
cies, providing a geomorphic context for the radar facies
analysis. Elevations are given with respect to the GPS el-
lipsoidal datum. The bands at the top of the line mirror the
topography and represent the ground wave. Line 2
(Fig. 4a) runs just inland from the modern beach in the
western part of the study area (Fig. 2a). At greater depth
from 42 to 22 m on the x-axis, a U-shaped reflector is
bordered by sigmoidal reflectors that dip southeastward
from 42 to 90 m (Fig. 4a). Line 36 (Fig. 4b) is oriented
north–south (Fig. 2a) and intersects the same package of
U-shaped and sigmoidal reflectors. Line 59 (Fig. 4c), east
of the main beach access, runs across the beach toward the
marsh (Fig. 2a). It travels up and over a dune at 38–28 m
(Fig. 4c, marsh to the left). Line 68 (Fig. 4d) starts near the
point at Fox Point and runs northeast (Fig. 2a). Grassy dunes
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near the beginning of the line become mixed vegetation near
the middle of the line and beach ridges near the end (left in
Fig. 4d). The seaward-dipping, low-angle, sigmoidal reflec-
tors are representative of the beach ridges. Line 6 (Fig. 4e) in
the eastern part of the study area crosses vegetated dunes and
runs southeastward across vegetated beach ridges (Fig. 2a, b).
The sigmoidal, southeastward-dipping reflectors at 125 to
42 m on the x-axis represent seaward-prograding beach ridges
(Fig. 2b). From the northwestern end of the line to position
125 m, reflectors that dip approximately northwestward may
represent dune flank deposits, seen tangentially.
Radar facies 1 has continuous, planar to sinuous, parallel to
subparallel reflections and has a sheet to sheet–drape config-
uration. This facies includes the air wave/ground wave, which
mirrors the topography and generates what appears to be a
signal with a wide time interval (on the order of ~1 m thick).
Facies 1 also appears at depth with closely spaced reflectors
(on the order of ~0.5 m thick) (Fig. 4a, b, e), where it may
represent nearly flat-lying strata formed in beaches and lagoon
fringes.
Radar facies 2 (Fig. 4a, b) has planar to sigmoidal, dipping,
subparallel, moderately continuous reflections. The upper
contact tends to have a toplap or erosional boundary whereas
the lower surface tends to have a downlapping and commonly
erosional signature. This facies is not present at the surface but
was observed locally in the shallow subsurface with dips of
inclined surfaces approximately parallel to the coast. Radar
facies 2 is ~2 m thick.
Radar facies 3 (Fig. 4d, e) has sinuous, horizontal to dip-
ping, parallel reflections that are moderately continuous. The
upper boundaries are concordant whereas the lower bound-
aries exhibit erosion. Inclined surfaces dip approximately to-
ward the offshore. This facies is ~4 m thick.
Radar facies 4 (Fig. 4c), a minor component, has low-am-
plitude, discontinuous reflections that are locally associated
with radar facies 3. Where present, this facies is less than
2 m thick.
Figure 5 shows radargram core intersections for five cores.
Core 3 intersected the center “U” of radar facies 2 at a depth of
~5m (Fig. 5a). Cores 5 and 9, adjacent to the Eel River marsh,
intersect horizontally stratified layers of radar facies 1
(Fig. 5b, c). Cores 10 and 11 in an area of beach ridges near
Fox Point intersect dipping strata of radar facies 3,
representing beach ridge cross sections (Fig. 5d, e).
At all four seismic locations (Fig. 2a), the top sediment
was a thin (0.5–1.5 m) layer of dry sand and soil, as inferred
from hand drilling at shotgun source locations and slow P-
wave velocities. Unconsolidated sediment below was wet
sand based on drilling and its higher acoustic velocity
(Table 2). The depth to basement (interpreted as top of
Table 1 Photograph, image and map sources
Date Material Scale Total RMS error Source
1779 Map 1:80,000 N/A Taylor et al. (1985)
1865 Map 1:11,880 15.6 Church (1865), Nova Scotia public archives
1906 Map 1:63,360 26.4 Faribault (1906)
July 1945 Air photo 1:15,000 4.04 National Air Photo Library
1951 Map 1:80,000 N/A Taylor et al. (1985)
1954 Map 1:60,000 N/A Taylor et al. (1985)
July 1954 Air photo 1:15,840 5.55 National Air Photo Library
1960 Air photo 1:25,400 3.55 National Air Photo Library
1973 Air photo 1:33,000 5.10 Nova Scotia Land Registry Service
August 11, 1974 Air photo 1:10,880 5.40 Nova Scotia Land Registry Service
1974 Map 1:60,000 N/A Taylor et al. (1985)
1981 Map 1:10,000 N/A Taylor et al. (1985)
July 25, 1992 Air photo 1:10,000 3.75 Nova Scotia provincial photos
October 25, 1997 Air photo 1:10,000 5.45 Nova Scotia provincial photos
August 2002 Air photo 1:10,000 4.54 Nova Scotia provincial photos
October/November 2003 Digital air photo 1:24,000 1.07 Department of Natural Resources
2008 Lidar survey N/A N/A Halifax Regional Municipality
2008 Satellite image N/A 1.07 Halifax Regional Municipality
2010 Satellite image 1:20,000 2.47 Google Maps Imagery 2010 CNES/SPOT, Digital Globe
2012 Satellite image 1:20,000 1.89 Google Maps Imagery 2012 CNES/SPOT, Digital Globe
2013 Satellite image 1:20,000 5.35 Google Maps Imagery 2013 CNES/SPOT, Digital Globe
December 2013 Satellite image 1:20,000 2.76 Google Maps Imagery 2013 CNES/SPOT, Digital Globe
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Ordovician strata) was ~20 m for all locations except
West Beach where it was ~10 m (Table 2). These re-
sults indicate that the GPR profiles imaged most of the
sediment package at West Beach (Fig. 2b, seismic loca-
tion 3) and the upper one third of the unlithified sedi-
mentary package elsewhere.
Fig. 4 Examples of Conrads Beach radargrams acquired using a 100MHz antenna (see text for interpretation and Fig. 2a for locations). Also shown are
interpreted radar facies
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Core Results
Lithofacies
Eight lithofacies were identified based on sediment size and
texture, color, and the presence or absence of shell fragments
and organic material (Table 3). Figure 6 shows the core sec-
tions and facies positioned with respect to their elevations
relative to mean sea level. We devised the confidence indicator
to indicate the lowest depth in each radargram with reliable
GPR returns. For the majority of the cores, the confidence
indicator from the nearest radargram is at or near the bottom
of the core (Fig. 6), suggesting the radargrams and vibracores
are providing information about the same subsurface interval.
In the case of core 7, the confidence indicator is about halfway
down the core (Fig. 6), so the core is providing significantly
more subsurface information than the nearest radargram.
Facies 1–3 form sheets up to 1.2 m thick of relatively coarse
material that constitutes ~13 % of the cores, mainly in the
western part of the study area (Fig. 6). Based on the geomorphic
settings of the cores and correlation with GPR profiles, these
facies represent tidal channel, beach, and washover deposits.
Facies 1 comprises cobbles and pebbles to coarse sand with
numerous shell fragments and fine roots near the tops of some
cores. Gravel is a component at depth in tidal channel deposits
in cores 2 and 3 and at a low level in core 4, drilled through
dunes. Coarse-grained sand is present at depth in cores 1–4 and
at the top of cores 5 and 8 on the marsh fringe. There it is
interpreted as coarse washover deposits. Coarse-grained sand
near the bottom of core 11, drilled through beach ridges, may
represent an underlying foreshore. Gravel at the base of core 6
is also interpreted as a coarse washover deposit.
Facies 2 comprises coarse to medium sand, and facies 3
comprises slightly finer sand on average. These facies are prom-
inent in tidal channel deposits, within dune deposits, and in the
Fig. 5 Radargrams (30 m wide by 5 m deep) showing detailed structure
associated with cores for which radiocarbon ages were obtained. The
GPR traverses were acquired using a 100 MHz antenna. Depths in each
part of the figure (a–e) are given with respect to an arbitrary datum
located near the maximum ground elevation within the individual panel.
The nearest vibracore locations are indicated with dashed lines and the
core lengths are shown to scale (see Fig. 2b for core sites)
Table 2 Refraction seismic results
Location Layer Thickness (m) Velocity (m/s)
1) 2007 Boardwalk 1 0.5 300
2 18.5 1800
3 4300
2) 2007 Center Beach 1 1.0 300
2 21.5 1500
3 3300
3) 2011 West Beach 1 1.0 300
2 9.5 1500
3 4700
4) 2012 Fox Point 1 1.5 300
2 22.0 1500
3 3100
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topmost parts of marsh deposits. In the latter two settings, they
probably represent washover layers.
Facies 4–7 (fine to very fine sandwith some silt) constitute the
bulk of sediment in all cores (~85 %) in units up to 3 m thick,
especially through the beach ridges, dunes, and bordering the
marsh. Roots and grass are common in facies 4 in near-surface
sites, and these facies also contain a few shell fragments, which
were not noted in other facies. The finer facies 7 is present only in
the lower part of the tidal channel fill in core 3.
Facies 8 is peat and constitutes less than 2 % of the cores.
Peat occurs in layers less than 0.2 m thick just below the
surface in four cores (5, 7, 8, 9) drilled through the marsh.
Figure 7 compares the dated vibracores with 3 m slices of
their associated radargrams at the same vertical scale (see Fig. 5
for larger radargrams). Correlation between the radargram
slices and the vibracore lithofacies is subtle. Some core
lithofacies are not clearly identifiable in the GPR, and some
GPR interfaces do not correspond to textural changes in the
cores. Several factors may affect the correlation. Compaction
during coring was likely non-linear and the stretching factor
may have positioned the core lithofacies incorrectly. The con-
stant velocity used for depth conversion is only an approxima-
tion and may have contributed to inaccuracies in the depth
positioning of reflection events on radargrams. The GPR may
have detected variations in sediment attributes that are not
reflected in the core logs. Some core lithofacies may have been
too thin for GPR detection. Plotting all lithofacies separately
and using a higher GPR antenna frequency might have im-
proved the correlation. Fine to very fine sand of facies 4
(46 % of the core sediments) and facies 5 (33 %) proved
Fig. 6 Lithofacies distribution
and sediment types for Conrads
Beach vibracores (see Table 3 and
text for facies descriptions). Inset
shows the core locations
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difficult to distinguish, and a higher antenna frequency would
have decreased the penetration depth (Neal 2004). Lastly and
perhaps most significantly, the textural uniformity of the sand
precluded strongGPR reflections. Overall, the GPR radargrams
provide larger scale structural information while the cores pro-
vide finer scale data regarding texture and composition.
Grain Size
In view of the predominance of facies 4–7 in all cores, grain size
analysis was conducted to provide additional insight regarding
the depositional environment based on plots of grain size param-
eters (Folk andWard 1957; Friedman 1961; Blott and Pye 2001).
Sample positions are shown in Fig. 6 (small squares). Samples 3,
4, 12, and 13 have bimodal distributions and sample 23 has a
polymodal distribution. All other samples are unimodal.
Figure 8 shows grain size parameters for Conrads Beach
samples classified by their inferred depositional setting (based
on geomorphic setting and correlation with GPR profiles), in
relation to Friedman’s (1961) divisions. For Fig. 8a, Friedman’s
(1961) data indicate that beach sand generally has negative skew-
ness and dune sand has positive skewness. The core samples are
broadly distributed across Friedman’s beach and dune fields,
withmost inferred beach ridge samples plotting in the beach field
but with greater scatter in inferred dune samples. For Fig. 8b,
Friedman’s (1961) data indicate that dune sands are better sorted
than river sands but with a large region of overlap and poor
discrimination. The core samples are poorly discriminated, but
tidal channel deposits showmoderate to poor sorting and mainly
plot in the river field.
In summary, grain size parameters provide some confirma-
tion that the core samples have been correctly attributed to
depositional settings, although the level of discrimination is
modest. With such a short sand transport distance from nearby
till sources to the beach and from the foreshore to bordering
dunes and beach ridges, textural changes may have been slight,
Fig. 7 Dated cores and
associated radargrams. Five cores
contained material suitable for
radiocarbon dating.
Corresponding sections of GPR
traverses 3 m long, centered at
cores 3, 9, and 11, and closest to
cores 5 and 10 are shown to
vertical scale, with the vibracore
locations shown in the inset. See
Fig. 4 for extended GPR images
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mitigating against the use of these parameters for discrimina-
tion. However, some similarity of river and tidal channel pro-
cesses might be expected, and this appears to be the case.
Radiocarbon Dating Results
The dated samples in five vibracores (Table 4) were from four
depositional environments: tidal channel, marsh, beach ridge,
and dunes (Fig. 2a). Samples are reliably attributed to environ-
ments based on correlation with GPR profiles. The only excep-
tion was the lowermost sample in core 9, which lies below the
confidence indicator (Fig. 6) in the associated radargram. The
measured radiocarbon age (Table 4) is the measured age in
radiocarbon years before present (AD 1950), whereas the con-
ventional age is the measured radiocarbon age corrected for
isotopic fractionation using δ13C. The calibrated (calendar year)
age is the conventional age calibrated using Calib7.0, and these
ages are discussed here.
Samples 56 and 57 were collected low in beach ridge cores
10 and 11, 106m apart (Fig. 7, Table 4), and returned calibrated
ages of less than 650 years BP. Given their similar elevations,
Fig. 8 Comparison of grain size data using ϕ (phi) [negative log2] scale
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close proximity, and geomorphic setting, it is reasonable to
expect these sample ages to be the same within error.
Samples 59 and 61 were from peat in the tops of cores 5 and
9, bordering the marsh and 424 m apart. They have similar
elevations (Fig. 6, Table 4) and returned calibrated dates of less
than 428 years BP and post 1950 AD, respectively. While the
depositional environments and depths in core are similar, the
difference in dates may reflect their distance apart (450 m) and
local washovers that may have laid down sufficient coarse sed-
iment to halt peat production at the site of core 5. Gravel or
coarse sand is present in the top of that core.
Samples 58, 60, and 62 are below sea level (Figs. 6 and 7,
Table 4) and were taken from cores 5 and 9 bordering the
modern marsh and from the basal sediments of the tidal chan-
nel in core 3. They show a range of calibrated ages from 2876
to 1830 years BP. The deepest sample (60) at ~2 m below sea
level in core 9 is the oldest, and the tidal channel sample (58)
at a mid-elevation is younger than sample 62 above. This
apparent stratigraphic reversal may reflect preservation of
tidal channel sediments cut into older sediments or the
reworking of sample 58. As discussed below, the tidal channel
deposits may be composite because a relatively old radiocar-
bon date was obtained for the lower part whereas the upper
part is known from historical records to have been abandoned
recently.
Historical Evidence for Geomorphological Change
Both natural and anthropogenic events (Table 5) may have con-
tributed to changes at Conrads Beach. Agriculture was a prom-
inent activity that transformed the landscape when Europeans
first settled the area. In order to increase the amount of agricul-
turally viable land, Acadian settlers constructed a bridge and
dike at the entrance to Eel River (Degen 1979), and marsh hay
was being farmed as early as the mid-1700s (Taylor et al. 1996).
More recently and persisting until ~30 years ago, there was also
active extraction of sand and gravel.
Table 5 Natural and anthropogenic events affecting Conrads Beach
Date Event
Just prior to 1752 The Acadians, the first European settlers, may have built
an aboiteau (dike with bridge) at the entrance to West Marsh (Degen 1979).
1754 British settled at Lawrencetown, close to West Marsh (Degen 1979).
1798–1857 Seven major storms known to have damaged the Halifax area (Degen 1979; DeIure 1983).
1881 521 residents of Lawrencetown practice farming, fishing, and trades with 412
acres of cultivated land and 375 acres of reclaimed marsh (Degen 1979).
Early 1900s A heavy storm subdivides Egg Island (subsequently all soil washed away) (Degen 1979).
September 11, 1954 Hurricane Edna impacts the Halifax area (DeIure 1983).
December 30, 1956 Severe wind storm knocks down 1000 trees in Point Pleasant Park and tosses barges on
shore in Dartmouth (DeIure 1983).
1962 Opening of a tidal channel along the western shore of Conrads Beach (Taylor et al. 1985).
August 16, 1971 Hurricane Beth causes record rainfall and flooding in Halifax (DeIure 1983).
September 15–16, 1996 Hurricane Hortense’s significant wave heights of 8.7 m result in flooding in Lawrencetown
(Taylor et al. 1997).
September 29, 2003 Hurricane Juan damages Lawrencetown Beach, destroying boardwalks, cutting back
dunes by 5.5 m, and scouring upper beach, resulting in loss of the cobbles that had
accumulated since February 1998 (NRCan 2011).
November 3–4, 2007 Post-tropical Storm Noel damages Conrads Beach by flooding and scouring the boardwalk
and eroding and lowering the upper beach (Taylor et al. 2008).
August 22–23, 2009 Hurricane Bill causes flooding at Conrads Beach (NRCan 2011).
September 4, 2010 Hurricane Earl (NRCan 2011). Halifax Harbour had a storm surge of 1.15 m that coincided
with low tide. The maximum total water level was 1.83 m. Wave heights of 10.1 m with
a peak of 25.1 m. Upper beach and dunes along the south-facing beach at Conrads Beach
were trimmed, exposing the cobble substrate. East of Fox Point, the dunes were severely
cut. Small landward extent of overwash. “Smearing” of a sand ridge and transfer of large
sediment volume to sea at Lawrencetown Beach.
December 2010 Four storms damaged Conrads Beach (Taylor et al. 2013). The pedestrian bridge and backshore
were flooded. On the western beach, furrows were etched into the embryo dunes and the
beach was lowered to expose the pebble–cobble dune base. Waves from the December 27
storm washed 53 m inland at the buried channel. On the central beach, the beach was lowered
and the dunes cut back by 5 m. Along the eastern beach, total dune retreat was 9.1 m.
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The earliest map (1779) with a sufficiently large scale to
show Conrads Beach (Fig. 9a) shows that the southernmost tip
of the beach was a peninsula ~500 m long (Taylor et al. 1985).
Thewestern shore was oriented northwest–southeast, the eastern
shore was oriented approximately north–south, and the channel
between Conrads Beach and Lawrencetown Beach was ~500 m
wide. By 1865 (Fig. 9b) (Church 1865), Egg Island and Eel
River had been named, Fox Point appears shorter and wider,
and Eel River cuts southwest. Although not shown in the 1865
map, settlers began constructing a dike across the mouth of Eel
River in 1830 (Degen 1979) and this feature is visible on the
geological map by Faribault (1906). Prior to the early 1900s,
Egg Island was a forested island ~800 m south of Fox Point
(Degen 1979). Lawrencetown Dike (across Eel River) was de-
liberately destroyed in 1917, and a wharf was constructed on
Fox Island in 1920 (Degen 1979).
By 1954 (Fig. 9c), Conrads Beach had attained its modern
shape. Notable features include increased deposition east of Fox
Point, shoreline retreat at Fox Point and Fox Island, increased
marsh west of Fox Point, and decreased beach width adjacent to
West Marsh. A system of trails east of the boardwalk and two
bare areas (east and west of GSC-001) suggest continued an-
thropogenic change. In 1962, a tidal channel opened ~270 m
west of the boardwalk (Taylor et al. 1985).
By 1973, Egg Island was completely submerged (Fig. 9d).
The 1973 and 1992 photographs (Fig. 9d, e) show an open tidal
channel in the western part of the study area and closure and
burial of the tidal channel by 1989 (Taylor et al. 1996). The 1992
photo (Fig. 9e) shows a sandy zone ~200 m wide covering the
former position of the tidal channel and an increased beach
width to the west. West Marsh is considerably smaller than in
earlier photos and some former marsh areas appear vegetated
with non-marsh species. Areas east of Fox Point, Conrads
Beach, and Eel River also show evidence of increased sand
deposition. The 1992 aerial video (Taylor and Frobel 2001)
shows a large gravel shoal south of Fox Island, the lag shoal
remnant platform of the planed-off drumlin (Taylor et al. 1996;
Forbes 2005, 2011).
Themost recent image in the sequence is from 2013 (Fig. 9f).
After several major events over the previous decade (Table 5),
Fox Island is almost entirely submerged, and vegetation in the
area of the buried tidal channel and reclaimed marsh is suffi-
ciently dense to obscure surface traces of these features. At low
tide, remnants of the Fox Islandwharf are visible. Fox Island has
continued to decrease in size, and Eel River has continued to
narrow, with vegetation well established on the sand bars fring-
ing the tidal inlet.
Vegetation lines digitized from the georeferenced maps and
photographs (Fig. 10) show changes in the extent of vegeta-
tion due to the opening and closing of the tidal channel. In
2003 Hurricane Juan resulted in a considerable reduction of
vegetation by dune erosion and washover deposition on the
western side of Conrads Beach (Fig. 10). West of Fox Point,
the long-term trend is a landward retreat of the outer limit of
vegetation (Fig. 10), amounting to ~150 m between 1865 and
1945. West of the tidal channel, the vegetation line retreated
steadily until the channel opened in 1962. After the channel
closed in 1989, the vegetation line was re-established just
north of the 1972 position, since when it has continued a slow
landward movement. Between the tidal channel and Fox
Point, the vegetation line has remained stable despite short
periods of landward retreat and seaward advance associated
with seasonal or longer term adjustments in the upper beach
and dunes.
East of Fox Point, retreat of the vegetation line was
interrupted by periods of progradation (Fig. 10). There was
significant deposition between 1865 and 1945, but the 1954
and 1960 vegetation lines overlap the 1945 line along the
southeast-facing portion of the beach, suggesting approximate
stasis. The east-facing part of the beach to the north experi-
enced landward recession (or tidal channel migration) during
this period. By 1974, the entire eastern beach was experienc-
ing erosion. The period from 1974 to 1992 was one of
progradation for the southeast-facing beach, while the east-
facing beach retreated a maximum of 17 m. Considerable
recession of ~30 m occurred between 1997 and 2002, and
the entire eastern beach has experienced erosion since then.
At Fox Island, continued erosion since 1865 has resulted in
the drowning of a boulder lag shoal.
Discussion
In trenches at Conrads Beach and elsewhere along the Nova
Scotia coast, the modern foreshore shows well-stratified sand
and gravel and the modern lagoonal fringe shows interbedded
planar units of organic-rich mud and sand–gravel, the latter
interpreted as washover deposits associated with storms
(Carter et al. 1990; Nichol and Boyd 1993). These structures
are the likely source of the observed reflections associated
with radar facies 1 (Fig. 4). Radar facies 2 (Fig. 4a, b) repre-
sents a tidal channel that migrated ~60 m to the southeast
before it was filled and buried. The dipping reflectors repre-
sent the progressively advancing accretionary bank of the
channel. Their sigmoidal form indicates near-complete pres-
ervation of the bank sediments, yielding a vertical extent of
about 2 m that approximates the original channel depth.
Below and southeast of the channel body are closely spaced
subparallel reflectors, possibly beach sediment associated
with the tidal channel. This channel originally connected the
lagoons of West Marsh and Eel River to the ocean. Radar
facies 3 (Fig. 4d, e) is best developed below the beach ridges,
with local scours at depth. In some areas, radar facies 3 is
located below present-day dunes and is interpreted as dune
flank deposits. Radar facies 4 (Fig. 4c) is interpreted as poorly
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Fig. 10 Conrads Beach seaward
limit of vegetation over time. This
shows long-term (centennial)
changes in the vegetated area
from 1865 to 2013.
Anthropogenic changes in 1960
(dotted line) and the effects of
Hurricane Juan in 2003 (dashed
line) are also shown. The 1865
vegetation line was determined by
first assuming that the map shows
the location of the shoreline and
then by removing the average
distance from the shore to the
vegetation line observed in the
succeeding years
Fig. 9 Topographic changes at
Conrads Beach since 1779. Key
events include the erosion of Egg
Island (b) and Fox Island (c), the
creation (d) and filling (e) of a
tidal channel, and increased
sedimentation in Eel River and
West Marsh (e, f). The 1779 map
(a) is taken from Taylor et al.
(1985), and the 1865 map (b) is
simplified from Church (1865).
The 1954 aerial photograph (c) is
from the National Air Photo
Library; 1973 (d) and 1992 (e)
from Nova Scotia Natural
Resources; and 2013 (f) from
GoogleMaps 2013 (CNES/SPOT
Image, Digital Globe). The 1865
to 2013 maps and photos were
georectified in ArcGIS and
referenced to the GSC-001
(Geological Survey of Canada)
benchmark (triangle)
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stratified material within extensive dunes and smaller dune
areas associated with beach ridges.
The oldest dated sample, on shell fragments in sand, near
the base of core 9 (at ~2 m below present sea level), yielded a
date of 2876–2418 years BP (Figs. 6 and 7, Table 4).
Although the sample was located slightly below the confi-
dence indicator (Fig. 6), strata throughout the profile appear
flat lying and are attributed to radar facies 1, in accord with a
beach or marsh setting (Fig. 5c). A beach setting is supported
by the presence of shells, although the grain size data for
sample 19 plot in the dune field (Fig. 8a). Three other cores
(5, 7, and 8) are close to core 9 and extend to similar depths,
but none yielded shell fragments in their lower parts (Fig. 6).
We provisionally suggest that the core site lay close to or
below sea level at this time, perhaps in the littoral zone of an
estuary behind the Egg Island drumlin. An open estuary may
have covered the low-lying West Marsh–Eel River area and,
perhaps, much of the Conrads Beach area at that time.
The next oldest date (2559–2185 BP) was obtained from core
5 at ~0.5 m below modern sea level (Fig. 6). The sample was
collected from a thin organic layer, but the lack of roots below it
suggests that the material was reworked, rather than being an in
situ peat. No shell fragments were noted, but the GPR profile
shows good layering of radar facies 1. As inferred from core 9,
the area may have been very shallow or littoral at this time.
Cores 10 and 11 produced dates of 646–527 BP and 462–0
BP, respectively (Figs. 6 and 7, Table 4). In both cases, dated
materials were near the bottom of the core and less than 50 cm
above present sea level. The two cores were drilled near the
fringe of the beach ridge area and ~50 m from the eastern
shore (Figs. 2, 6 and 7). For core 11, the date was from shell
material in relatively coarse sediment with inclined reflections
attributed to radar facies 3, and represents the lower strata of
the beach ridge system. Sample 22 from this level yielded
equivocal grain size results. For core 10, the dated sample
was a wood fragment in finer sediment of radar facies 3 with
shell fragments above. Cores 12 and 13were also drilled in the
beach ridge area but neither yielded material suitable for dat-
ing. The dates from cores 10 and 11 suggest that beach ridge
initiation took place >600 years ago, and age/depth relations
for the cores suggest rapid sediment buildup thereafter.
Eroding drumlins at Fox Island and nearby Egg Island prob-
ably supplied most of the sediment for the beach ridges, while
also providing shelter for accumulation of beach sand (Boyd
et al. 1987; Taylor et al. 1996). Lag shoals seaward of the
western beach mark the location of one or more other drum-
lins that would have provided sediment to a precursor of
Conrads Beach and additional shelter to an estuary behind it
in the West Marsh–Eel River basin (Taylor et al. 1985, 1996).
Over time, the landward progression of an erosional front
(Carter et al. 1989) has consumed these earlier headlands,
increasing exposure of the beach ridge complex to high-
energy waves.
Peat samples from the topmost levels in cores 5 and 9 near
the Eel River marsh fringe yielded dates of 428–0 BP and post
1950 AD, respectively (Table 4). Along with shallow peats in
two undated cores (7 and 8), these dates suggest extensive
peat formation in this area within the past 400 years. Rooted
zones at greater depth in all four cores suggest an earlier veg-
etation cover. These results suggest that Eel River has been a
lagoon for a prolonged period, owing its isolation in part to the
nearby beach ridges, over at least the past 600 years.
Core 3 was drilled through the buried tidal channel behind
the western beach (Fig. 2, Table 4), and a wood sample at
374 cm depth (~1 m below sea level) was extracted from it.
The tidal channel is known to have been active between 1962
and 1989 (Taylor et al. 1996), but the date of 1998–1830 BP is
considerably older than expected. The GPR profile (Fig. 4a)
shows a well-marked erosional cut below the base of the core.
These attributes may be consistent with a channel-margin de-
positional setting. Three other cores (1, 2, and 4) were drilled
through the channel fill, as confirmed from GPR lines
(Fig. 2a), and all four cores contain relatively coarse, pebbly
sediment and shell fragments. These observations collectively
suggest that the core has been correctly classified as tidal
channel sediments. Although the dated wood may lie within
the fill of an older tidal channel cut by the younger channel,
erosional surfaces are not apparent within the lower part of the
cores and associated radargrams (Figs. 5 and 7). We conclude
that the dated wood was reworked from older deposits, as
suggested for material at depth in core 5.
Using aerial photography, satellite imagery, and map anal-
ysis, we have documented the past 235-year history of
Conrads Beach, linking long-term shore development
interpreted from subsurface data with recent coastal dynamics.
A map from 1779 (Fig. 9a) shows little land east of Fox Point
whereas the 1865 map (Fig. 9b) shows a considerable exten-
sion of the beach ridge area, which may have prograded until
relatively recent times. Rates of erosion and deposition are
non-uniform, but average rates can be calculated by compar-
ing the vegetation lines (Fig. 10). The overall change from
1865 to 2012 has been retreat. The average rate of retreat
was about 1.1 ± 0.1 m/year from 1865 to 2012 near the middle
of the western beach (south of the buried channel) and about
1.6 ± 0.1 m/year along the eastern beach (150 m northeast of
Fox Point). Periods of progradation, stasis, and recession in-
dicate a complex pattern of temporal and spatial variability in
coastal evolution.
Profile analysis provides additional insight into recent
medium-term (decadal) change. Changes to the western beach
(Fig. 3, lines a, b) have been consistent with the changes seen
in Fig. 10. The eastern transect (Fig. 3, line c) shows ~2.4 m/
year (50 m in 21 years) of beach ridge/dune retreat. At its
widest, the distance from the shore to the lagoonward edge
of the beach ridges on the eastern beach is ~430 m (Fig. 2a).
Applying the recent eastern transect retreat rate, it would take
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~181 years for the beach ridges to be eroded. On the western
beach, ~160 m of mixed vegetation, dunes, and beach lies
between the shore and the marsh (Fig. 2a). If erosion here
continued at a rate of 1.1 ± 0.2 m/year, the western beach
would be eroded in ~145 years, although the coastal system
may maintain its form as it retreats. Accelerated sea level rise
will likely cause the water levels in Eel River and West Marsh
to rise, potentially inundating the marshes depending on the
rate of vertical accretion. Anticipated effects of sea level rise
include more frequent washover of beaches and potential de-
stabilization of coastal dunes (Shaw et al. 1998). There is a
high probability that a new tidal channel may develop in the
future along the west beach, further reducing its longevity.
Correlation of air photos and satellite images with known
recent events suggests that local shorelines eroded rapidly
during extreme events, with medium-term (decadal) changes
on both sides of Fox Point as the barrier system adjusted to
changing environmental and sediment input conditions. The
western beach showed steady recession on a century scale and
was narrowing prior to the development of the tidal channel
between 1954 and 1962. This was undoubtedly assisted by
large-scale removal of beach sediment (Taylor et al. 1996).
The eastern beach has alternately retreated and prograded,
and the scarped foredunes drop steeply to the beach as a result
of recent erosive events. Similarly, retreat of drumlin-fed bar-
riers at the mouth of Chezzetcook Inlet has varied in response
to decadal-scale changes in storm impacts and sediment sup-
ply (Carter et al. 1990; Forbes et al. 1995b, 1997; Taylor et al.
1996, 2014).
Maps confirm that the marsh was already established in the
1800s, and coring indicates that new sediments slowly accu-
mulated over it with progressively rising sea level. Coarser
sediments in the topmost parts of cores 5, 8, and 9 in this area
suggest increased washover deposition from the present beach
in recent times, in accord with landward migration of the bar-
rier. The Egg Island–Fox Island drumlin complex has been
progressively eroded through this period, leaving boulder re-
treat shoals over the former drumlin footprint and trailing
shoals in its lee (Boyd et al. 1987; Carter et al. 1987, 1990;
Taylor et al. 1996).
On a longer time scale, the coastal system is transgressive,
with an erosional front progressing landward (Carter et al.
1989; Forbes 2005, 2011). The landward retreat of the shore-
line is punctuated by local progradation as drumlin sediment
sources become available (Boyd et al. 1987; Forbes et al.
1995b; Forbes 2005, 2011). The Conrod Head drumlin cur-
rently anchors the western side of the beach, and
Lawrencetown Head (a much smaller drumlin) anchors the
eastern side. The oldest dated sediment in the cores yields
evidence that the area was likely estuarine behind a former
barrier or barriers attached to these two drumlins, another in
front of the western beach, and the Fox Island–Egg Island
drumlins some 2500 to 3000 years ago. Shallow seismic data
from the inner shelf reveal the presence of estuarine facies
comparable to those forming in Lawrencetown Lake today,
supporting the interpretation of intermittent coastal retreat
(e.g., Forbes et al. 1991b, 1995a) for several thousand years
in a pattern similar to that reported here for the past few cen-
turies and decades. After local southeastward progradation
and beach ridge formation east of Fox Point over the past
>600 years, barrier retreat was underway by the 1950s and
possibly much earlier. Gradual retreat of Lawrencetown Head,
the demise of the Egg Island headland, and removal of any
earlier seaward barriers left the eastern beach progressively
more exposed to the open ocean as sediment supply from
Egg and Fox Islands was effectively switched off. While the
Eel River outlet was probably active throughout the period of
ridge formation, the breaching of Lawrencetown Inlet into
Lawrencetown Lake occurred sometime between 800 and
200 years BP (Boyd and Honig 1992), after an inlet east of
Lawrencetown Head was closed by littoral sediment transport
from the east (Hoskin 1983). Once the present inlet was
established, sand began to be carried through the inlet to form
flood delta deposits in Lawrencetown Lake. This diverted and
thereby further diminished the supply to the beach ridge
complex.
Scott et al. (1995) showed that sea level was ~21 m below
present higher high water at large tide (HHWLT) at
Chezzetcook Inlet 7000 years ago (Fig. 11). On the inner
shelf, saltmarsh peat was accumulating in 34 m present water
depth at 7500 years BP (Forbes et al. 1995a). Relative sea
level (RSL) rise subsequently accelerated and then decelerated
to approximately 1.6 mm/year from 4000 to about 150 years
ago (Forbes et al. 1991a; Scott et al. 1995; Gehrels et al.
2004).
The depth vs. age positions of the beach ridge samples (56
and 57) and shallow peat samples (59 and 61) plot along the
Scott et al. (1995) sea level curve (Fig. 11). The older samples
Fig. 11 Depth as a function of calibrated radiocarbon age for dated
samples from Conrads Beach cores. Straight line and black squares are
relative sea level data for Chezzetcook Inlet from Scott et al. (1995). See
Table 4 for additional information regarding lab sample numbers 56–62
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that plot farthest from the RSL curve are 58 (tidal channel), 60
(deep shell), and 62 (deep peat). We suspect that sample 58
was reworked and not in situ. It is also possible that samples
60 and 62 are reworked.
Our results match well with those of Boyd and Honig
(1992) and Nichol and Boyd (1993) who documented the
history of Lawrencetown Lake, an estuary situated behind
the barrier at Lawrencetown Head just east of our study area.
Cores in the estuary terminated in brackish central basin muds
that were dated at 3220 ± 150 years BP. An upward transition
into coarser flood–tide delta sediments by 1990 ± 130 years
BP represents sediment entering the lagoon through tidal in-
lets cut through the seaward barrier (Nichol and Boyd 1993).
Erosion of the Half Island Point drumlin to the east (Fig. 1b)
supplied this barrier through westward longshore sediment
t ranspor t , eventual ly clos ing an ear l ier in le t to
Lawrencetown Lake east of Lawrencetown Head through
the development of spits and beach ridges. Our results are
consistent with those of Hoskin (1983), who obtained an age
of 700 years BP for beach ridge formation on eastern
Lawrencetown Beach and ~430 years BP for closure of the
inlet east of Lawrencetown Head (Boyd and Honig 1092).
As sea level continues to rise and the sediment supply
diminishes, Conrads Beachwill fail or be overtaken as another
discrete package of glacial sediment is eventually used up
(Boyd et al. 1987; Forbes 2011). The loss of the Egg Island
drumlin has effectively shut off the sediment supply at the east
end of the beach. Conrod Head is sufficiently large that it will
continue to provide the western anchor for some time, but
renewed breaching of the west beach is a distinct possibility
as supply from the east is cut off.With further exposure of Fox
Point, erosion in that area may ultimately begin to cannibalize
the western end of the beach ridge complex, providing a short-
term renewed sediment supply at the eastern end of the west
beach. As observed elsewhere along the Eastern Shore (Boyd
et al. 1987; Taylor et al. 1996), the drumlin north of Conrads
Beach may be tapped eventually as the erosional front moves
landward (Forbes 2005, 2011), providing a new eastern an-
chor and sediment supply for a new barrier system in the inner
West Marsh embayment.
The majority of the world’s coastlines are transgressive
(Boyd 2010), and more will become so with accelerated
global sea level rise (Church et al. 2013; Woodroffe et al.
2014). The Conrads Beach case study presented here doc-
uments the history of barrier evolution on a transgressive,
paraglacial coast where episodic sediment supply is high-
ly sensitive to geomorphic change. The results show that
barrier stability is closely related to short-term sediment
supply, as well as exposure to storm wave events. Eroding
headlands such as drumlins may temporarily delay coastal
retreat or even cause progradation on time scales of a few
centuries. This study has documented one such case in
which there appears to have been a recent switch from
progradation to erosion, highlighting the risks for coastal
planning of assuming that recent rates of change are a
guide to future rates. It demonstrates the potential com-
plexity of coastal systems and the need for holistic anal-
ysis for projection of future coastal development in such
settings. This case study of Conrads Beach may serve as a
model for coastal morphosedimentary response to long-
term transgression on other paraglacial or similarly com-
plex coasts with limited sediment supply.
Conclusions
This study has provided a detailed description of the geomor-
phology and sedimentary architecture of a complex,
paraglacial, barrier dune and inlet system on the Eastern
Shore of Nova Scotia in Atlantic Canada. It has provided
exceptional detail on the structure and morphosedimentary
response of these coastal landforms to rising sea level and
shifting exposure and sediment supply, consistent with the
transgressive drumlin coast model previously developed in
this region (Boyd et al. 1987; Nichol and Boyd 1993;
Forbes 2011).
Our study has determined the time scale for the initiation
and growth of a prograded beach ridge sequence in a back-
barrier estuary or partially protected embayment, providing
temporary sediment storage over several centuries before its
eventual demise, as till headlands are cut back and exposure is
increased.
This study has clarified the processes whereby barriers ad-
just to time- and source-varying sediment supply as an ero-
sional front moves landward, progressively altering the coast-
al morphology and source–sink pathways for littoral sediment
transport.
It is clear that coastal retreat in such a setting does not pro-
ceed in a linear fashion. Effective coastal management and
hazard mitigation require a sophisticated understanding of the
shifting patterns of sediment input and coastal response, which
to some extent can be predicted with an understanding of the
Eastern Shore model for a transgressive paraglacial coast.
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